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ABSTRACT: In this paper, an aluminium alloy (Al 2024 – T351) was discretized into four linear elements and crack
growth rate analysis was carried out using the Finite Element Method (FEM). The overall results from these finite elements
were finally assembled to represent the crack growth in the entire domain of the aluminium alloy. The results obtained
from the finite element method shows that as the number of cycle increases, the crack growth also increases linearly. This
was shown for different cycle from 0 to 4000 with an initial crack growth of 0.05mm. The result obtained from the FEM
when compared with the result obtained from the exact differential equation method shows a strong agreement.
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Surface cracks, which are most likely to be found in
many structures in service, such as Pressure vessels,
pipeline systems, is recognized as a major origin of
potential failure for such components. The study of
fatigue crack propagation from such defects has been
an important subject during recent decades. The first
fatigue crack propagation expression formulated in
terms of the stress intensity factor was proposed by
Paris et al. (1963). The relation states that in the loglog scale the fatigue crack growth rate (FCGr), da
dN

depends linearly on the applied stress intensity factor
range, ∆K appl in the region II of fatigue rate curve.
Walker (1970) proposed a model to improve the Paris
model by including three curve fitting constant, C, m
and γ. Forman (1972), proposed a relation that explain
the stress ratio effect on FCGr which is also effective
in Region III of fatigue growth curve using fracture
toughness, K c and two curve fitting constants C and
m. Broek (1989), Schijve (1999), and Erdogan
proposed a relation, which accounts for the mean
stress effect in region II of fatigue rate curve (Broek,
1989) with C as only curve fitting constants.
Weertman model is applicable only in regions II and
III (intermediate and high propagation rate) of fatigue
rate curve and it uses only one curve fitting constant.
(Weertman, 1966). McEvily (1979) proposed another
empirical relation based on the same logic as Priddle’s
relation and which could describe the entire fatigue
crack growth curve. Collipriest (1972) proposed a
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crack growth model capable of describing all three
regions of fatigue rate curve and includes the stress
ratio effect. Priddle (1995) proposed the equation
which can describe the fatigue rate curve in all three
regimes by introducing fracture toughness, K c and
threshold stress intensity range,

∆K th in the fatigue

growth model. The Priddle’s relation, eq. 1, is based
on two assumptions. The model requires the prior
knowledge of two material constants, ∆K th and K c ,
and two additional curve fitting constants C and m
which are curve fitting constants. This work present
the analysis of crack growth in an aluminium alloy
using the Priddle model.

MATERIALS AND METHOD
Governing Equation: The Priddle model is given as:

 ∆ K appl − ∆ K th
∂a
= C 
∂N
 K IC − K max

m


 (Priddle, 1995)


Where
a = Crack Length, N= Number of Cycle,

∆ K appl = Applied Stress Intensity Factor,
∆ K th = Threshold Stress Intensity Range,
K IC = Plane Strain Fracture Toughness ,
K max = M aximum Stress Intensity Factor,
C and m ar e curve fitting constants.
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∆ K appl − ∆ K th
Let y = C 
 K −K
max
IC

Eq. 1 becomes
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m
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Analysis of the

{ f i } Matrix

In matrix form, we have:

∂a
−y=0
∂N

3

h

− N A + 2
{f i } = 
h
 N A +
2


Multiply eq. 3 by the weighted function (w) and
integrate the final equation over the domain.
NB

4

Interpolation Function: The weak form in eq. 4
requires that the approximation chosen for ‘a’ should
be at least linear in ‘N’ so that there are no terms in eq.
4 that are identically zero. We proposed that ‘a’ is the
approximation over a typical finite element domain by
the expression:
n

w = ψ i and a = ∑ a jψ j
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j =1

Substitute eq. 5 into eq. 4
NB
NB
n
∂ψ j
a
ψ
dN
−
y
∑
j ∫
i
∫ ψ i dN = 0
∂N
j =1
NA
NA
ij

j

− y{ f i } = 0

where K =
ij
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The initial crack

In matrix form, we have;
ij

0
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Analysis of the K ij Matrix

[K ]

0
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The data given below are for Al 2024 - T351
C = 2 . 606 × 10 − 4 , m = 1 . 102 ; − 2 < R < 1
(Abhishek et. al., 2013)
∆ K th = 2 . 2 MPa m ; K IC = 34 .1MPa m ;
K
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[K ] matrix gives
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Crack Growth (mm)

ψ
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Substituting these parameters into eq. 2, we have
1 .102
16
y = 5 .5041 × 10 − 5 × (∆ K appl − 2 .2 )
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The interpolation function used is a linear, one
dimensional function as in eqs. 9 and 10.
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In matrix form,

[K ]a

1
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Substitute eqs. 12 and 14 into eq. 7, we have:

N

B
∂a
w
dN
−
y
∫ ∂N
∫ wdN = 0
NA
NA

Let
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{ f i } matrix gives

Assembly of the
Weak Formulation: In the development of the weak
form, we assumed a linear mesh and placed it over
the domain and applied the following steps:
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Fig. 1: Crack Length against No. of Cycles
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The exact differential equation solution of the Priddle
model is shown in eq. 17.

ai +1 = a0 + y ( Ni +1 − Ni )
Where

17

a0 = Initial Crack Length

Table 1: Comparison of the Exact Solution and the FEM Solution
for 4 elements
N
Exact
FEM
% Error
0
0.050000
0.050000
0.0000
1000

0.123494

0.123494

0.0000

2000

0.196988

0.196988

0.0000

3000

0.270482

0.270482

0.0000

4000

0.343976

0.343976

0.0000

Table 2: Comparison of the Exact Solution and the FEM Solution
for 10 elements
Cycle Crack_FEM
Crack_EXACT
0
0.0500000000
0.0500000000
400
0.0793976197
0.0793976197
800
0.1087952393
0.1087952393
1200
0.1381928590
0.1381928590
1600
0.1675904787
0.1675904787
2000
0.1969880983
0.1969880983
2400
0.2263857180
0.2263857180
2800
0.2557833376
0.2557833376
3200
0.2851809573
0.2851809573
3600
0.3145785770
0.3145785770
4000
0.3439761966
0.3439761966

In this paper, the problem being analyse is the one that
involves crack growth from one edge of a plate. The
plate is made up of Al 2024 - T351 alloy.
In the analysis, the Priddle crack growth model was
adopted, and the finite element method was used to
discretize the entire domain of the plate. The domain
was discretized into four linear elements. In other to
analyse these elements, a linear interpolation function
was used.
The graph of crack growth length was plotted against
the number of cycles. The number of cycles were
between 0 and 4000. This was shown in Fig. 1 for the
finite element method and the exact differential
equation method. It was observed that as the number
of cycles increases, the crack length increases as well.
This shows that there is a direct relationship between
the number of cycles and the crack growth. The slope
of the graph will give us idea of the crack growth rate
of the material under consideration. The slope of the
−5

which
graph was estimates to be 7.3494 × 10
represent ‘y’ from the governing equation. This means
that the crack growth rate is dependent on the material
properties.
In the cause of the analysis, there was an initial crack
length of 0.05mm. This initial crack length of the
material represents the intercept of the graph as shown
in Fig. 1 also. Subsequently, as the number of cycles

increases, the crack growth also increases but at this
point in time linearly. As the number of cycles
increases, the crack growth rate increases. At this time,
the crack growth rate is coming close to the critical
stage.
To verify the accuracy of the results obtained from the
finite element method, the same problem was solved
using the exact differential equation method. The
results obtained from the finite element method were
compared with the results obtained from the exact
differential equation method. It was observed from the
two methods that their results were in good
consonance with one another. From the results shown
in Table 1, even with just four linear element, we were
able to have a very high accuracy. Any effort of trying
to increase the number of elements will seem like
reinventing the wheel. This was shown in Table 2 for
10 elements. The advantage of the finite element
method over the exact differential equation method is
that the FEM gives results that represent the different
nodes for the whole material under consideration at the
same time unlike the result from the exact differential
equation method that provide discrete result at a time
and need further iteration to determine the values at
other points of the plate.
Conclusion: So far, the finite element method has been
used to obtain the fatigue crack growth in an
aluminium alloy material (Al 2024 – T351). The
results obtained from the FEM were compared with
the results obtained from the exact differential
equation method and it was discovered that both
results agrees. The result obtained shows that the finite
element method is an efficient and accurate method for
analysing engineering problems including those
involving fluid mechanics.
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